READ UK
YA Books Set in the United Kingdom

Victorian England

- The Forbidden Orchid
  Sharon Biggs Waller
  Kent, England
  1863

- THE TASTE FOR MONSTERS
  Matthew J. Kirby
  London, England
  1888
  Coming in Sept.

- The Lie Tree
  Frances Hardinge
  Kent, England
  1863

Contemporary England

- Unbecoming
  Jenny Downham
  Bisham, England

- Square Root of Summer
  Harriet Reuter Hapgood
  Holksea (Norfolk) England

Science Fiction England & Ireland

- The Call
  Pesadar O'Guilluin
  Ireland
  Post Apocalyptic
  Coming in August

- Thousand Pieces of You
  Claudia Gray
  London, England
  Time Travel

- A Darker Shade of Magic
  VE Schwab
  London, England
  Alternate Universe

Contemporary Ireland & Scotland

- Asking For It
  Louise O'Neill
  Ireland

- The Art of Not Breathing
  Sarah Alexander
  Scotland
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